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GEOMETRY OF LEBESGUE-BOCHNER FUNCTION SPACES-
SMOOTHNESS
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I. E. LEONARD(l) AND K. SUNDARESAN

ABSTRACT. There exist real Banach spaces E such that the norm in E is of class C°°

away from zero; however, for any p, 1 < p < oo, the norm in the Lebesgue-Bochner

function space Lp(E,p.) is not even twice differentiable away from zero. The main objective

of this paper is to give a complete determination of the order of differentiability of the

norm function in this class of Banach spaces.

Introduction. The class of Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces, introduced by

Bochner and Taylor [4] in 1938, has been found to be of considerable

importance in various branches of mathematics, and is discussed at length in

Dinculeanu [11], Dunford and Schwartz [12], and Edwards [13]. The study of the

geometric properties of the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces dates back about

three decades: Day [8] and McShane [17], respectively, characterized uniform

convexity and smoothness of these spaces. In fact, the only known result

concerning the smoothness of the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces is due to

McShane, and his result concerns only the directional derivative (Gâteaux

derivative) of the norm in this class of Banach spaces. Even the Fréchet

differentiability of the norm has not been considered anywhere. It might be

mentioned in this connection that the first systematic study of higher-order

differentiability of the norm in a Banach space was made by Kurzweil [15] in

1954. Subsequently, in 1965, Bonic and Frampton [5a] extended Kurzweil's

results, and in 1966 [5b] they discussed various categories of smooth Banach

manifolds. In 1967, Sundaresan [18] extended some of Kurzweil's results inde-

pendently. In [5b] and [18], the order of differentiability of the norm in the

classical Lp spaces, 1 < p < oo, is obtained; while in Sundaresan [20], the

smoothness of the norm in C(X,E) is discussed.

For an elegant up-to-date account of smooth Banach spaces, and related

concepts one might refer to the lecture notes by S. Yamamuro [23].

This paper contains the first systematic investigation of the higher-order

differentiability of the norm function in the Lebesgue- Bochner function spaces
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LP(E, T, 2, ¡i), 1 < p < oo, where £ is a real Banach space and ¡i is a nonnega-

tive extended real-valued measure defined on the measurable space (T,2). The

paper is divided into four sections. § 1 contains the basic definitions of the various

geometric and analytic properties of Banach spaces to be studied as well as the

definition of the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces Lp(E,¡i). §2 contains the

results on Fréchet differentiability of the norm in Lp(E,p). In §3, the results

concerning the higher-order differentiability of the norm in Lp(E,n) are dis-

cussed. §4 contains a counterexample which shows that even if the norm in £ is

of class C°°, the norm in Lp(E, ¡i), for any p, 1 < p < oo, need not be even twice

differentiable; thus pointing out the importance of the characterizations in §§2

and 3.

1. Definitions and notation. The definitions and notation used throughout the

paper are collected in this section for easy reference. In the following definitions,

£ denotes a real Banach space and £* is the dual of £.

1.1. Definition. The unit ball of £ is U = [x G E \ \\x\\ < 1} and its boundary

S = {x G E | ||x|| = 1} is the unit sphere of £. In the dual space £*, U*

= {/ 6 E* | 11/11 < 1} is the unit ball of £* and S* = {/ e £.* | ||/|| = 1} is
the unit sphere of £*. The conjugate norm will be denoted by ||-|| since there will

be no occasion for confusion. The unit ball and unit sphere of £** are defined

analogously and are denoted by U** and S** respectively.

1.2. Definition. A Banach space £ is said to be smooth at x G S if and only if

there exists a unique hyperplane of support at x, that is, there exists only one

continuous linear functional lx G E* with \\lx\\ = 1 such that /x(x) = 1. Such a

Unear functional lx GE* is called the support functional of U at x, and 7~ * ({1})

is called the hyperplane of support of U at x. A Banach space £ is said to be a

smooth Banach space if it is smooth at every xGS.

1.3. Definition. The norm ||-||: £ -* R+ is said to be Gâteaux differentiable at

x G E if and only if there exists a functional Gx G E* such that

Hm
(-0

11* + H - llxll _ = 0

for every h G E. Gx is called the Gâteaux derivative of the norm at x G £. A

Banach space £ is said to be uniformly smooth if and only if

Hm
7-0

||* + th\\ - ||x|| - tGM ... 0

uniformly for (x,h) G SxS. The norm ||-||: £ -* R+ is said to be differentiable

(Fréchet differentiable) at x G E if and only if there exists a functional Gx G E*

such that

His + h\\ - ||x|| - Gx(h)\ =

IWI-o \\h\\
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The norm ||-||: E -* R+ is said to be uniformly Fréchet differentiable if and only if

\\x + h\\-\\x\\-Gx(h)\
lim

11*11-0
= 0

uniformly for x E S. The norm ||||: E -* R+ is of class C or continuously

differentiable if and only if the mapping G: E ~ {0} -* E* ~ {0} given by

G(x) = (7X is continuous.

1.4. Remark. Before turning to the definitions of higher-order differentiability,

note that the norm in E is:

(i) Gâteaux differentiable at x E E if and only if

»* + *„-M
»-0 t xy '

exists for all h E E;

(ii) smooth at x e 7f if and only if it is Gâteaux differentiable at x E E.

(iii) Fréchet differentiable if and only if it is of class C away from zero;

(iv) uniformly smooth if and only if it is uniformly Fréchet differentiable.

Note that (i) is Mazur's theorem and can be found in Mazur [16], while (ii),

(iii), and (iv) can be found in Day [9].

1.5. Definition. Let E and F be Banach spaces, then t(E,F) denotes the

Banach space of continuous linear mappings from E into F with the usual operator

norm. %k(E,F) denotes the Banach space of continuous k-multilinear mappings

v: EX---XE-* F with the norm

Ml = SUP \\v(xx,...,xk)\\.
IU.II-Ik ll=i

The spaces ®*(7i,F) may be identified with the spaces defined inductively as

follows:

<$>°(E, F) = F,      <&k(E, F) = £(£, <&*-' (E, F)) = SB*"1 (E, t(E, F)).

A mapping <p: E -* F is said to be a homogeneous polynomial of degree k if there

exists a ¿-multilinear mapping/: Ex • • • X E -* F such that <p(x) = f(x, ...,x)

for all x e E.

1.6. Definition. Let E and F be Banach spaces and let A be an open set in E.

A mapping /: A -* F is said to be differentiable at x E A if there exists a

mapping/'(x) E t(E,F) such that

Hm \\f(x + h)-f(x)-f'(x).h\\   =
*-0 ||A||

In this case / is continuous at x E A and f'(x), which is unique, is called the

derivative of/at x. The higher-order derivatives/**): A -* <&k(E,F) are defined

in the usual manner (see Dieudonné [10]). The mapping/: A -» Fis said to be of
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class Ck or k-times continuously differentiable if it is zt-times differentiable and the

kih derivative/(*>: A -* ®*(£,£) is continuous. The mapping/: A -* Fis said

to be of class C° if it is indefinitely continuously differentiable.

1.7. Remark, (i) Let £ and F be Banach spaces and let A be an open subset of

£. If the mapping/: A -* F is &-times differentiable on A, then the multilinear

mapping/(*)(x) e %k(E,F) is symmetric for each x G A.

(ii) Any continuous /^-multilinear mapping is indefinitely differentiable, and all

its derivatives of order > k + 1 are zero.

A proof can be found in either Cartan [6] or Dieudonné [10].

Next the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces are defined. In the following

(T, 2, /t) is an arbitrary measure space, that is, T is a nonempty set, 2 is a a-

algebra of subsets of T and p: 2 -» R+ is a countably additive measure.   (Here

p is assumed to be nontrivial, that is, p is not supported by finitely many atoms

and the range of u contains at least one nonzero real number.)

1.8. Definition. Let £ be a normed linear space. If /: T -» £, then / is p-

measurable if and only if:

(i)/_I(G) e 2 for every open set G C £, and

(ii) there exists a set tV e 2, with p(zV) = 0, and a countable set 77 C £, such

that/(r~7V) C 77.

1.9. Definition. If 1 < p < oo, the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces Lp(E,¡i)

are defined as follows:

£,(£,p) = {/1/: T -+ E is measurable, and/r \\fit)\\" dn(t) < oo j

for 1 < p < oo, and

Lx(E,p) = <f\f: T-* E is measurable, and ess sup||/(r)|| < oo >•

(as usual, identifying functions which agree p-a.e.). When T is the set of positive

integers and p is the counting measure, Lp(E,¡i) is usually denoted by !p(E).

2. Fréchet differentiability of the norm in £>(£, p), 1 < p < oo. In this section

a complete characterization of the Fréchet differentiability of the norm in the

Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces Lp(E, p) is given. It is shown that the norm in

£p(£,p), 1 < p < oo, is differentiable away from zero if and only if the norm in

£ is differentiable away from zero. Before proceeding to the theorem a few useful

lemmas are stated. The first can be found in Vainberg [21, p. 43].

2.1. Definition. Let £, F be Banach spaces and A an open subset of £.

(i) A mapping /: A -* F is said to be locally bounded on A if and only if for

each x0 e A there exists a p0 = p0(x0) > 0 such that B(x0,p0) = (x e£|

||x - x0|| < p0}  C A and/is bounded on B(x0,p0).

(ii) A mapping /: A -* F is said to have a locally uniform derivative f on A if

and only if given any e > 0 and x0 G A, there exist tj = r¡(x0,e) > 0 and

8 = 8(x0,e) > 0 such that
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f(x + h)-f(x)=f'(x).h + ex(h)

where ||0X(A)|| < e||A|| for all x E A with ||x - x0|| < î?(x0,e), whenever \\h\\

< ô(x0,e).

2.2. Lemma [Vainberg]. Let E, F be Banach spaces and f. E —> F be differentia-

ble. Thenf: E -* E(E, F) is continuous in the ball Br = (x E E | ||x|| < r) if and

only if
(i) / has a locally uniform derivative in Bn and

(ii)/': E -» t(E,F) is locally bounded in Br.

Note that the above lemma is valid if the ball Br is replaced by any bounded

set in E.

2.3. Lemma. Let E and F be Banach spaces and g: E —» F be continuously

differentiable. If C C E is compact, then g is uniformly differentiable on C.

The proof is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2, and standard compactness

arguments.

The next lemma is known, and is stated here for completeness.

2.4. Lemma. Let E be a Banach space and (T, 2, w) a measure space. Iff: T-* E

is a measurable function, then f is locally almost compact-valued; that is, if P E 2,

0 < n(P) < oo, ande > 0, then there exists Q E 2, Q C P, with 0 < ti(Q) < e,

such thatf(P ~ Q) is precompact.

Proof. Let/: T-* E, n > 1, be a sequence of measurable simple functions

such that/, -*/u-a.e., and let P E 2, 0 < p(P) < oo. From Egoroffs theorem,

there exists Q E 2, Q C P, with 0 < ¡i(Q) < e, such that fn-*f uniformly on

P~Q.
If 8 > 0, choose n sufficiently large that ||/(/) - f„(t)\\ < 8 for all / e P ~ Q.

Let the range of /,: T-* E be [bx,b2,.. .,bk), and let U(b¡,8) = {x EE\

II b, - x|| < 5}, / = 1, 2, ..., k. Then

f(P~Q)E iW,,ô);i=i

hence f(P ~ Q) is precompact, that is, / is locally almost compact-valued.

Q.E.D.

2.5. Theorem. Let E be a Banach space,  (7",2,fi) a measure space and

1 < p < oo. The norm \\-\\: Lp(E,¡i) -» R+ is differentiable away from zero if and

only if the norm ||-||: E —> R+ is differentiable away from zero.

Proof. 1. Suppose that the norm in E is differentiable away from zero. Define

g: E -* R+ and g: Lp(E,n) -+ R+ by

*(*)- i  Ml'   forxGTi

and
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¿if) =i\\f\\" -it H/WII'^O)   for/ G Lp(E,p).

Since the norm in £ is continuously differentiable away from zero (Cudia [7,

Corollary 4.11]), and since p > 1, then g is continuously differentiable at all

x G E and

g'(x) = llxir'G«   forx^O,

g'iO) = 0,

where Gx G E* is the derivative of the norm in £ at x. Now, g(x + y)

= g(x) + g'(x) • y + 0^) where ||ex ÜOII/lbll ̂ 0 as |M| -+ 0. Let / e £,(£,
p) with 11/11 = 1, and let h G £p(£,p); then

(2.1) gifit) + h(t)) = g(f(t)) + g'(f(t)) ■ h(t) + eni)ih(t))

for all t G T. The mapping y: T -> £*, given by y(r) = g'(/(0) for í G T, being

the composition of a measurable function and a continuous function, is measur-

able; and from the definition of g', it follows that y G Lq(E*,¡i). The measura-

bility of y» together with (2.1), imply that the mapping t h* 0yz,)(A(r)) is measura-

ble. Thus,

£sifit) + h(t))dn(i) = (Tgifit))dKt)A-fg'(f(t)) • htfdKt)
(2.2) JT JT JT

+ fTef{l)(h(t))dv.(t).

Defining ê'if) • h = JV *'(/(/)) • *(0*(0 for all A G £,(£,p), then g'(/)
G Lp(E,n)*, and in order to show that g'(/) is the derivative of g at /

G £,,(£, p), from (2.2) it suffices to verify that

fTeni)(h(t))dút)/(fT WKtWd^J" - o

as ||ä|| = (St \\h(t)\\"dn(t)y/p -» 0. From (2.1) and the mean-value theorem

(Cartan [6]), noting that ||g'(/W)ll = \\f(t)W~l, it follows that

(2.3) |e/wW0)l < 2||Ä(/)|| sup ll/w + <p/t0)ir'

for all t G T. The rest of the discussion is divided into two cases.

Case 1. p(T) < oo (assume p(/) = 1). The mapping À: 2 -* R+ defined by

a(G) = /c ||/(i)||''dp(r) for G G 2 is a finite, positive measure, which is absolute-

ly continuous with respect to p. Therefore, given e > 0, there exists a 8X =5, (/, e)

> 0 such that

(2.4) X ll/WII'¿K0 < \WV
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whenever G e 2 and 11(G) < 8X. (Here \/p + \/q = 1.)

Let 0 < <p < 1 ; from the mean-value theorem,

m/W + cphdw - u/Min < 2p\\tph(t)\\ sup «/w + *pA(/)ir\
0<if/<l

and it follows immediately that

suP n/(o + cphdw - n/(oir < 2p\\h(t)\\ m/ion + iiAcoiir1.
0<<p<l

From Holder's inequality,

J, sup ii/»+9*0)11'-mw\Mi)

< 2^(/rIW0ir*(0)V'(/.[ll/»ll + \\Kt)WMt))V,

and thus,

It sup »/w+çM')ii'-ii/«ir
0<9<1

d¡i(t) ->0   as 0.

Since for arbitrary G E 2,

I/o [o^,ll/W + vAWI1' " ll/WII']^W

*Xsup n/(o + <pA(or- n/wir
0<c<l

d\A,t),

given any e > 0, there exists a 52 = 52(/,e) > 0 such that

(2.5)        |/c [^||/(0 + <pA(0ir - 11/(011"]Mñ\ < iwey

for all G G 2, whenever ||A|| < 82.

Also, from Lemma 2.4, there exists Tx E 2, with 0 < ¡i(Tx) < 8X, such that

f(T •— 7^) is precompact; hence given any e > 0, there exists by Lemma 2.3,

83 = 83(f,e) >0 such that

(2.6) |e,(>0l<(e/3)ILv||

for all x e f(T ~ 7^), whenever \\y\\ < 83. Let 80 = mm(82,83,8l/i> • 83) and let

A E L,(7i,u)with||A|| <50.

Since n(T) < 8X, (2.4) implies that /,. ||/(0l|'-W0 < ï(e/6)?, and thus from
(2.5) it is inferred that

L  sup ||/(0 + cA(0ir^(0 < (e/6)'.
JTx 0<«<l
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From (2.3) and Holder's inequality, it is verified that

(2.7) X |0/(,)(Ä(/))| dyii) < (e/3) ||A||.

Now let T2 = T ~ 7, and define T3(h) = [t G T2 \ \\h(t)\\ > o3}; then

53v(T3(/i)) < jm wKtWd^t) < x mw<m <sg<sx- sí,

that is, n(T3(h)) < 5,. The preceding inequalities together with (2.4) imply that

Sm WfitWdp.it) < l(e/6)' and since \\h\\ < 80 < 82, (2.5) implies that

L, sup ||/(/) + rtMtWMt) < W.
;5Woí»S1

From (2.3) and Holder's inequality,

(2.8) fm \emiK'))\ <Wt) < («/3)g*|.

Now let T4(h) = T2~ T3(h), then 7¡(A) C T ~ Tx, and since /(T — 27) is

precompact, and ||A(r)|| < o3 for all t G T4(h), (2.6) implies that

Jm l0/»(Ä«)l ¿wo < \Sm urn m < fX won ¿MO.
From Holder's inequality, since p(T) = 1,

(2.9) jm |0/(()(A(f))| ¿pO) < (e/3) ||A||.

Combining (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), since T = Tx U 25(A) U 2J(A), (disjoint union),

then/r|0/(/)(A(i))|Jp(/)<e||A||.
What has been shown is that, given any e > 0, there exists a o0 = 80{f, ¡0 > 0»

such that

(2.10) fT\emihit))\dii(t)< e\\h\\

whenever A G Lp(E,p) and ||A|| < 80.

Case 2. p(T) = oo. In this case, since the support of / is a-finite, it can be

assumed without loss of generality that the measure space (T, 2,p) is a-finite. Let

{/<„}„> i be a pairwise disjoint sequence of sets from 2 such that n{AH) < oo for

all n > 1 and T = U£L, An.

Let/ G £,(£,p) with 11/11 = (JT ||/(0ll'dK0)v' = 1. then

X ii/wii^pw=X. iAm mwdrt) = S jA n/wir^o = 1.

Given e > 0, there exists a positive integer NQ such that
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S X ii/ttii'X') < w-

that is,

f.     A Il/Ml«) < («/4)f.

Since the mapping ß: Lp(E,¡x) -* R+ given by

ää)-L  ¿ sup ii/w + v*(oir-wo

is continuous, there exists a S, = fi, (/, e) > 0 such that

/ sup 11/(0 + vA0ll'-WO < W
•'Mr-zyfi'4" o<ç<l

whenever ||A|| < b\. Proceeding exactly as in the previous case, it is obtained that

(2.11) X.-.^. |G/w(A(0)l -WO < M*l

whenever ||A|| < 8X.

Now, /t(u^-i ^zi) = 2,î=i K^„)<°°. and from the result of Case 1, there

exists a 82 = 82(f,e) > 0 such that

(2.12) X.v„ l0/»(AW)l -WO < MM

whenever ||A|| < 82.

Letting 80 = min(5,,52), then J"r |0/(/)(A(O)|¿/i(O < e||A|| whenever ||A|| < 50.

Thus, in either case,

lim(X |0/(/)(A(O)k/i(O/llA||) = 0,

and g: Lp(E, ¡i)-* R+ is differentiable at f E Lp(E,n), with ¿'(f)-h

= STg'(f(t)) • h(t)dn(t) for all A G Lp(E,¡i). Therefore, the norm ||-||: Lp(E,¡i)

-* R+ is differentiable away from zero.

2. Conversely, suppose the norm ||-||: Lp(E,n) -> R+ is differentiable away

from zero; since E is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subspace of Lp(E,p),

the norm ||-||: E -» R+ is differentiable away from zero.   Q.E.D.

3. Higher order differentiability of the norm in Lp(E,n). In this section a

complete characterization of the higher-order differentiability of the norm in the

Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces Lp(E,¡i) is given. The first result shows that if

p*> k, then the norm in Lp(E, ¡i) is ¿-times continuously differentiable away

from zero if and only if the norm in E is A-times continuously differentiable away
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from zero and the kth derivative of the norm in £ is uniformly bounded on the

unit sphere in £. This is proved first for the case k = 2, and then a straightfor-

ward induction argument completes the proof for k > 2. (Note that the

induction cannot start with k = \, since the first derivative of the norm in £ is

automatically bounded on the unit sphere.)

3.1. Theorem. Let E be a Banach space, (T, 2, p) a measure space andp > 2. If

the norm ||-||: £ -* R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero and the

second derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E, then

the norm ||-||: Lp(E,p.) -» R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero.

Proof. Suppose the norm in £ is twice continuously differentiable away from

zero and the second derivative of the norm in £ is uniformly bounded on S.

Define g: £ -> R+ and g: Lp(E,p.) -* R+ by

g(x) = - ||x||'   for x G £

and

gif) = ¿11/11' - ¿X mWMt)   for/ G £,(£,p).

Since the norm in £ is twice differentiable away from zero and p > 2, then g is

twice differentiable at all x G £ and g"(0) = 0.

If llg"WII < M for all x G £, ||x|| = l,theng"(Ax) - \\\^2g"(x)tot\ * 0
implies that ||g"(x)|| < A/||x||^2 for all x G £, x # 0. Hence g is twice

continuously differentiable at all x G £. Now, g'(x + y) = g'{x) + g"(x) • y

+ ex{y) where ||0,(y)||/|M| -» 0 as ||y|| -» 0.

Let/ G £„(£,p) with 11/11 = (St ll/MIWO'7' = 1. and let A G £,(£,p);
then

(3.1) g'ifit) + h(t)) = g'(f(i)) + g"(f(t)) ■ h(t) + 0/(/)(A(O)

for all t G T. The mapping y: T -» £(£, £*) given by y(r) = g"(/W) for í G T,

being the composition of a measurable function and a continuous function, is

measurable; and from (3.1) this implies that the mapping t h» 0/(,)(A(i)) is

measurable.

Define the mapping 0/A): T -* E* by

0»(O = 0/w(A(i))   for t G T.

From (3.1) and the mean-value theorem (Cartan [6]), since ||g"(x)|| < t\/||x||'"2

for all x G £, it follows that

He/W(A(0)ll < 2M||A(/)|| sup ||/(0 + mA(0ir2
0<9<1

for all t G T. Therefore, from Holder's inequality, it follows that
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/rlie/w(A(0)ir^(0

i3-2) /  ,   I P \q(p-z)/p/   . \q/p
< (im?{£ 168u|i n/(o + «pAwii ¿wo)     (X wmw'Mt))

and hence, Ô/A) G L/Tí'.m) with \\ës(h)\\ = (/r ll6/(,)(A(0)ll?4i(0)1/?. Now let
¿"(f): L,(7i,/i) X L^F./t) ^ R be defined by

¿"(f) • (A„A2) = JTg"(f(t)) • (A,(0,A2(0)ti/i(0

for all A,, A2 G Lp(E,¡i). Then from Holder's inequality it follows that ||£"(/)ll

< MWßr-2. Hence £"(/): Lp(E,¡i) X Lp(E, fi) -» R is a bounded, symmetric

bilinear form.

From (3.1) it follows that

fTg'(f(t) + MO) • h2(t)dv(t)-fTg'(f(t)) • AjWdWO

-STS"iSit)) • (A,(0,A2(0)<M') = Xß/oi^W) • h2(t)dpii),

that is, £'(/ + A,) • A2 - ¿'(f) ■ A2 - ¿"(f) • (A,,A2) = 6/A,) • A2. Taking the
supremum over those A2 G Lp(E,¡i) for which ||A2|| = 1, then

(3.3) \\g'(f + A,) - ¿'(f) - ¿"(f) • A, || = Hê/AOll.

In order to show that ¿"(f) E ®2(L/,(7i,w),R) is the second derivative of g at

/ G Lp(E,n), from (3.3) it suffices to show that

\\êf(h)\\ _({T\\efil)(h(t)WdKt))v'1

w      (ST\\h(tWdp,(t)f

as||A||=(fr||A(0r^(0),/;,^O.
Proceeding exactly as in Theorem 2.5, two cases are considered:

Case 1. ¡¡(T) < oo (assume ¡i(T) = 1). From (3.2), for any G G 2,

7. /f. \1(P-Z)IP

(3-3)' X iie/w(*(0)ir*(í) < w(/c ii/w + «p(OA(oir^w)     iiaii

(where   0 < <p(0 < 1   is   chosen   so   that   sup0<9<il|/(0 + <pA(0ll = ||/(0
+ oXOA(OII). Given e > 0, choose 5, = 8x(f,e) > 0 such that

(3-4) Xll/«llP^)<^(^Vi)

whenever n(G ) < i,.

Choose 52 = 82(f,e) > 0 such that

p/p-2
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(3.5)    |x ii/«+vvmw - mwdti*)\ < 2(2^7355)^

for all G G 2 whenever ||A|| < o2.

Choose 27 G 2 with 0 < p(Tx) < o, such that/(T ~ 2,) is precompact, and

choose o3 = o3(/,e) > 0 such that

(3.6) \My)\\<{e/3^)\\y\\

for all x G f(T ~ 2¡") whenever |M| < o3.

Now let 60 = min(o2,o3,0¡'> • o3) and let A G Lp(E,p) with ||A|| < 50. Pro-

ceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, it is seen that (Jr ||6z(,)(A(0)||?4t(0)1/?

< e||A|| whenever ||A|| < Ô0.

Case 2. p(T) = 00. Again, since the support of /is a-finite, it can be assumed

that (T,2,p) is a-finite. Let [An}„>x be a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets from

2 such that p(A„) < 00 for all n > 1 and T = U"_,/iB. Since ||/||'

= 2?-i Sa. WfitWdp.it) = 1, choose zV0 such that

By the same procedure as above, there exists a Ô, = o, (/, e) > 0 such that

X- , ii0/wWO)ir<MO <
p*

whenever A G Lp(E,p) and ||A|| < 6,. Since p(U^, /!„) < 00, from Case 1, there

exists a 52 = Ô2(/,e) > 0 such that

whenever A G Lp(E,p) and ||A|| < b\.

Let ô0 = min(o,,o2), then (JT ||0/(,)(A(O)||Vp(O),/i < e||A|| whenever ||A|| < 50.

Thus, g: Lp(E,p.) -» R+ is twice differentiable at/ G Lp(E,p.) with

g"if) ■ ihuh) = fTg"{f{t)) • {hx(t),h2(t))dp.(t)

for all A,, A2 G Lp(E,p). It remains only to show that the mapping g": Lp(E,p)

~* t(Lp(E,p),Lp(E,p)*) is continuous. Again, two cases are considered.

Case 1. p(T) < 00 (assume p(T) = 1). Let/,/; G Lp(E,p) for n > 1, and

suppose/; -»/in Lp(E,p). It must be shown that g"(/,) -* g"(/) in t(Lp(E,p.),

Lp(E,p)*). Since/ -»/in Lp(E,p), there exists a subsequence {/(},>i such that

fn,ii) -*/(') in E rt-a-e., and since g": E -» £(£,£*) is continuous, g"{fn¡{t))

^ g"(/(0) in £(£,£*) p-a.e. For A,, A2 G Lp(E,p),

g"U) • (hx,h2) -/rg"(/(0) • (a,(0,a2(0Vp(0,
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and therefore,

\g"(în,)-(hx,h2)-g"(f)-(hx,h2)\

(3.7) ,
< X llg"U(0) - S"(/(0)ll l|A,(OII 11*2(011 dfiit).

From the Vitali convergence theorem (Dunford and Schwartz [12]), since fn¡ ~*f

in Lp(E,n), given any e > 0, there exists a S = 8(e) > 0 such that

X WOIWO < (e/4M)>/>-2   for all / > 1, and
(3-8) *

X ll/(0ir*(0 < (e/AM)^-2,

whenever ju(G) < 8(e). (Here ||g"(x)|| < M for all x G S.) From Egoroffs

theorem, there exists an F G 2 with 0 < n(F) < 8(e) such that \\g"(fn¡(t))

- g"(/(0)ll ~* 0, as M; -> oo uniformly on F ~ F; that is, given any e > 0, there

exists an N(e) such that

(3.9) llg"U,.(0)-r(/(0)ll<*/2

for all / G T ~ F, whenever n¡ > N(e).

Therefore, from (3.7) and Holder's inequality,

(3.10) X~f H*"U(0) - g"(/(0)ll IIa,(0II llA2(0lkW0 < MIM IM

for all A], A2 G LP(E, w), whenever «, > N(e).

Now, since ||g"(x)|| < M||x|r2,

X Ws"(fni(t)) - g"(f(t))\\ l|A,(OII 11*2011 dv(t)

< m fF{u,(t)\r2 + ii/(oir2}iiA,(oiiiiA2(oii<Mo,

and from Holder's inequality,

X 8**0,(0) - *"(/(0)ll \\hx(t)\\ llA2(0ll^(0

(3-11)       < m[ (X \\fM\pMt)y2/P+(X ll/ÍOH'^o)^'] 14 II UM-

From (3.8), since ¡i(F) < 0(e),

(3.12)    X Hs'U(O) - s"(/(0)ll ll*i(01l RMOII dnit) < H\hx|| ||a2||

for all n¡, and for all hx, h2 G Lp(E,n).

Combining (3.10) and (3.12) if n¡ > N(e), then

X lls"U,(0) - S"(/(0)ll IIMOII UA2(0lkM(0 < ellA.ll DM
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for all A„A2G£,(£,p); that is, \¿"{fn) ■ {hx,h2) - ¿"(f) • (hx,h2)\
< ell^i II ||A2|| for all A,, A2 G Lp(E,p), whenever n¡ > N(e).

Taking the supremum over all hx,h2 G Lp(E,p) with ||A) || = ||A2|| = 1, then,

lira,) - ¿"if)\\ < e whenever n, > N(e). Thus, g"(fn) -* Ê"if) in £(£,(£,p),
£,(£,p)*) as n¡-* oo.

What has actually been shown is that every subsequence of the sequence

{g"{fn))n>i contains a convergent subsequence, and they all converge to the same

Hmit, namely, g"{f). Therefore the entire sequence {¿"{f„)}„>x converges to

ê"if), that is, g"ifn) -* ¿"if) in £(£„(£, p),£,(£,p)*).
Case 2. p(T) = oo. Let/,/ G Lp(E,p), n>\, with/ -*/in £,(£,p). Again,

there exists a subsequence {/.},->! such that/(0 -*/(0 in £ p-a.e.; and by

continuity of g", g"{fni{t)) -> g'"(/(0) in £(£,£*) p-a.e.

By the Vitali convergence theorem (Dunford and Schwartz [12]), given e > 0,

there exists a set £e G 2 with 0 < p(£e) < oo such that

X E IU,(')IIX0 < ie/4M)"^2   for all «,, and
(3.13)

Xv^ mWditÙ < ie/4M)^2.

By the previous case, since p(£e) < oo, given any e > 0, there exists an A^e)

such that

X. lira«) - r(/w)ii iiMou 11*2(01 «¥o < ieii*i» ii*2 ii

for all A,, A2 G Lp(E,p) whenever n¡ > ^(e).

From (3.13), reasoning as above,

(3.14) x^. \\s'u,it))-g"ifi'))\\mmWhimdtAj) <m\\im
for all Ai, A2 G £^(£, p), and for all «,.

Thus, |g"(/fli) • (A„A2) - ¿"(f) ■ (A„A2)| < £||A,|| ||A2|| for all A„ A2 G £,(£,

p) whenever n, > AT(e). Therefore, ||g"(/() - g"(/)ll < « whenever n, > A^e);

that is, g"(/«3-*g"(/) in t(Lp(E,p),LP(E,p.)*). Reasoning as before, this

implies that ¿"(fn) -» ¿"(f) in £(£,(£, p),Lp(E,p)*) as n -* oo.

Therefore, the norm |H|: Lp(E,p) -* R+ is twice continuously differentiable

away from zero.   Q.E.D.

The converse of this theorem is also true:

3.2. Theorem. Let E be a Banach space, (T,2,p) a measure space andp > 2. If

the norm \\-\\: Lp(E,p.) -» R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero,

then the norm ||-||: £ —» R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero and

the second derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E.

Proof. Suppose the norm in Lp(E,p) is twice continuously differentiable away

from zero; since £ is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subspace of Lp(E,p),
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it follows immediately that the norm in E is twice continuously differentiable

away from zero. The main difficulty here is showing that the second derivative of

the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E. In this case, since

lp(E) is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subspace of Lp(E,¡i), it is sufficient

to work with the sequence spaces lp(E). Define g: E -» R+ and ¿: lp(E) -* R+ in

the usual manner: g(x) = p~l \\x\\p for x G E and ¿(a) = p~x Hörd-**

= P~l 2^-i IkII' for a = {a„)„>x G lp(E). Sincep > 2, then g and g are twice

differentiable at x = 0 and a = 0, respectively, with g'(0) = g"(0) = 0 and

g'(0) = ¿"(0) = 0. Note also that

¿(a) = 2 g(an)   and   ¿'(a) ■ A = 2 g'k) ■ *»
Zl=l (1=1

for all a, A G lp(E) (see Theorem 2.5 with T = N and u the counting measure).

Now if a, b E lp(E), from Taylor's formula, ¿(a + b) = g(a) + ¿'(a) • b

+ \i"(a) • (b,b) + èa(b) where 6a(b)/\\b\\2 ̂  0 as ||A|| -► 0, and hence

(3.15) ¿"(a) ■ (b,b) - 2(g(* + b) - g(<0) - 2g» • b - 2ÔM

Again, from Taylor's formula, for all A: > 1,

(3.16) g(ak + bk) = g(ak) + g'(ak) • bk + \g"(ak) ■ (bk,bk) + eat(bk)

where 6x(y)/\\y\\2 -» 0 as \\y\\ ̂  0.

If n > 1, let b" = (A,, b2,..., bn, 0,0,... ); then from (3.15)

¿"(a) ■ (b",b") = I i (g(ak + bk) - g(ak)) - 2 ¿ g'(ak) ■ bk - 20a(A"),
P k-X k-\

while from (3.16),

(3.17) ¿"(a) ■ (b»,b") = ¿ g"(ak) • (bk,bk) + 2 ¿ \(bk) - 2Sa(A").
/c-l *=1       *

If \ ¥= 0, then

¿"(a) • (aA",a6") = ¿ g"(a*) • (aô4,aA,) + 2 ¿ 0at(XAj - 2êa(AA"),
*-l (£-1 *

and therefore,

Ê"(a) ■ (W) = | g"(ak) ■ (bM + 22^ ~&m.
*=1 zi=l        A' A'

Letting X ̂  0, then ¿"(a) ■ (bn,bn) = S., g'Xa*) • (A*,A4) for aU A G /,(F)

and for all n > 1. Since ¿"(a) is symmetric, it is determined by its values on the

diagonal, hence
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(3.18) ¿"(a) • (*\c-) = S g"{ak) ■ (bk,ck)
k=\

for all b, c G lp(E) and for all n > 1.

Now Ho" - 6|| = CSrUn ||M')<", ||c- _ c|| = (2r=B+I ||Cfcr)V, and ¿» _ bt
c" -* c in £,(£) as n -* oo; since ¿"{a) is a continuous bilinear form, then

Hm ¿"(a) ■ (b",cn) = ¿(a) ■ (b,c) < oo.
n—»oo

Therefore,Hnv,« 2*_, g"(ak) ■ {bk,ck) = ¿"(a) • (/3,c) < oo, that is,

(3.19) ¿"(d) ■ (Ac) = 1 «*(«*) • ibk,ck) < oo
*-i

for all b,c G /,(£). This implies that there exists an M > 0 such that ||g"(x)||

< M for all x G S. If the assertion is false, then there exists a sequence {xn}„>i

in £ with ||x„|| = 1 for all n > 1, such that

(3.20) ||g"(x„)|| > 2"   for all n > 1.

Given e> 0, there exist sequences [b„}„>x, [c„}„>x in £ with \\b„ || = ||c„|| = 1 for

all ft > 1, such that

(3.21) g"(x„) ■ (b„,cn) > ||g"(xj|| - e   for all n > 1.

Therefore,

(3.22) g'TxJ . (|^) > ¿Ilg"(x„)ll - ¿;,

and since g"(xn) = (2"lp)p~2g"(xj2nlp), then (3.22) implies that

(3 23) ,-f-M • (A. UlÏ > llg"(x.)ll _ «
^J; * V2"/'/   V2">'2"/"/ ̂       2" 2"

for all n > 1. Let

a = [xj2»l'}n>x,      b = [bj2«lp}n>x,   and   c = {cn/2^)„>„

then a, b, c G lp(E) and ||a|| = ||6|| = ||c|| = 1; but

<•»•»«>-,!»"(£)•(&■&)

>2i£Äa_e>f|-,.0O.
n-l ¿ «-1 ¿

a contradiction, since by hypothesis ¿"{a) • (b,c) < oo.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 together yield the following theorem:

3.3. Theorem. If E is a Banach space, (T, 2,p) a measure space andp > 2, then
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the norm \\-\\: Lp(E,¡i) -» R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero if

and only if:

(i) the norm \\-\\: E -» R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero, and

(ii) the second derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere

inE.

Suppose now that k is a positive integer, p > k, and F is a Banach space whose

norm is A:-times continuously differentiable away from zero. The mappings

g: E -> R+ and g: Lp(E, u) -+ R+ are defined as usual:

g(x) = ± llxll" forxGF,
p

¿if) = ¿11/11' = \St H/(0r^(0       for/ G Lp(E,nA.

3.4. Lemma, (i) 7/g«: E -* &(£, R) is uniformly bounded on S, then gV>: E

-» ®'(F,R) if uniformly bounded on S for 1 < / < k - 1.

(ii) 7/x G E, x ± 0, aw/A # 0, iAen/or 1 < / < k,

g(')(Ax) = (sgnX)'|Xr/g(')W.

(iii) If p > A:, a«*/ ||g(A:)(*)ll ̂  Af/or a// x G S, then g is k-times continuously

differentiable at x = 0, andg(,)(0) = 0/or 1 < I < k.

Statements (i) and (ii) follow from the definition of g, and (iii) is a consequence

of (i) and (ii).

Assume now that the norm ||-||: Lp(E,\i) -* R+ is (k — l)-times continuously

differentiable away from zero, and that for/ G Lp(E,¡i),

g(*-»(/) • (h2,h\ ...,hk)= fTg«-»(f(t)) ■ (h2(t), h\t),.. .,hk(t))dp.(i)

for all A2, A3, .... A* G Lp(E,n). Writing

g(*-»(x +y) = g(*-»0c) + gW(x)-y + 0x(y),

where ||0x(.y)||/||.y|| -» 0 as ||j|| -» 0, a straightforward induction argument then

shows that the norm ||-||: Lp(E,n) -» R+ is A:-times continuously differentiable

away from zero and that for/ G Lp(E,\i),

¿W) • (A1, A2,..., A*) = /rg»>(/(0) • (A'(0,A2(0,... ,A*(0)«W0

for all A1, A2, ...,A* G Lp(E,¡i).

Hence the following theorem holds:

3.5. Theorem. Let Ebea Banach space, (T, 2, u) a measure space, and k a positive

integer with p > k. If the norm ||-||: E —> R+ is k-times continuously differentiable

away from zero and the kth derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the
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unit sphere in E, then the norm  ||-||: Lp(E,p) -* R+ is k-times continuously

differentiable away from zero.

In order to prove the converse of this theorem, suppose that p > k and the

norm ||-|l '-LpiE, U) —* R+ is k-times continuously differentiable away from zero.

Since £ is isometricaUy isomorphic to a closed subspace of Lp(E, p), it is clear that

the norm ||-||:£—>-R+ is A:-times continuously differentiable away from zero. Again,

as in the case of the second derivative, the maindlifficulty is showing that the kth de-

rivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in £. Also, as in

the case of the second derivative, it suffices to consider the sequence spaces /_(£).

Proceeding by induction, it is assumed first that whenever a G /_(£) and 1 < / < k —.1,

the foUowing are true:

(i),g<'>(«) • ib\b2,.. .,b<) = 22.1 gO(aJ • (bib2,.. .,b'n) for all b\b2,...,
b' G lp(E), and

(ii), there exists an M, > 0 such that ||g"K*)ll < M, for all x G S.

It is then a simple matter to show that (i), and (ii)/ imply that whenever

a G lp{E), the following are true:

(0fc ¿«(a) • (bib2, ...,bk) = S?-, ««(a.) ■ (bib2,.. .,bk) for all bl b2,
...,bk G lp(E), and

(ii)* there exists an Mk > 0 such that ||g(A:)(-OII < Mk for all x G S.

Hence the following theorem is true:

3.6. Theorem. Let Ebea Banach space, (T, 2, p) a measure space, and k a positive

integer with p>k. If the norm \\-\\: Lp(E,p.) -* R+ is k-times continuously

differentiable away from zero, then the norm \\-\\ :£—► R+ is k-times continuously

differentiable away from zero and the kth derivative of the norm in E is uniformly

bounded on the unit sphere in £.

Combining Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6:

3.7. Theorem. Let Ebea Banach space, (T, 2, p) a measure space, and k a positive

integer withp > A:. The norm ||-||: Lp(E,p) -a» R+ is k-times continuously differen-

tiable away from zero if and only if:

(i) the norm \\-\\: E -» R+ is k-times continuously differentiable away from zero,

and

(ii) the kth derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E.

As a corollary to this theorem:

3.8. Corollary. Let E be a Banach space, (T,2,p) a measure space, and

Kp<<x>.
(i) If p is not an integer and I(p) is the integral part of p, then the norm

||-||: Lp(E,p) -* R+ is I(p)-times continuously differentiable away from zero if and

only if the norm ||-||: £ -* R+ is I(p) -times continuously differentiable away from

zero and the I(p) th derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit

sphere in E.
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(ii) Ifp is an odd integer, then the norm ||||: Lp(E,¡i) -» R+ is (p — 1) -times

continuously differentiable away from zero if and only if the norm \\-\\: E —* R+ is

(p — 1) -times continuously differentiable away from zero and the (p — 1) st

derivative of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E.

Proof. The proof of (i) is immediate from Theorem 3.7, by taking k = I(p)

< p. The proof of (ii) also follows from Theorem 3.7, by taking k = p — 1 < p.

The fact that Lp(R,n) is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subspace of

Lp(E,n), and the fact thatp is an odd integer, imply that Lp(E,it) is notp-times

continuously differentiable away from zero (see Sundaresan [18]).   Q.E.D.

The only remaining case is when p is an even integer. The case when p = 2 is

not as difficult as the previous case, even though the results are very surprising:

3.9. Theorem. If E is a Banach space, and (T, 2, ii) is a measure space, then the

norm \\-\\: L^Tj.ju) -* R+ is twice continuously differentiable away from zero if and

only if E is a Hilbert space.

Proof. If F is a Hilbert space, then ^(F./t) is a Hilbert space and the result

follows. Conversely, suppose the norm in L2(E,n) is twice continuously differen-

tiable away from zero. As in the previous theorem, it is sufficient to work with

the sequence space l2(E). Note that with g(x) = il|x||2 for x G E,

lllo + dP-llloiP    .„ ■■_ p

as ||>>|| -» 0; therefore g: E -* R+ is differentiable at x = 0 and g'(0) = 0.

From Taylor's formula, if x, y E E, x ^ 0, then

(3.24) ||x + y\\2 = ||x||2 + 2g'(x) • y + g"(x) • (y,y) + ex(y)

where ex(y)/\\y\\2 ̂  0 as M ~* 0.
Let x0 G E, x0 ¥= 0, be arbitrary. Let a = (x0,0,0,...), then a G l2(E) and

IHI = ||x0||. If A = {A,}^, G l2(E), from Taylor's formula,

(3.25) ||a + A|p = ||a||2 + 2g'(a) ■ A + ¿"(a) ■ (h,h) + 6a(A)

where |0a(A)|/||A||2 -> 0 as ||A|| -* 0.

Since ¿'(a) ■ A = 2"-i g'(ak) • h = g'íxo) ' *i(«'(0) = 0), from (3.25) it fol-

lows that

(3.26) ||x0 + A, ||2 + 2 HAfl||2 = Hxoll2 + 2g'(x0) • A, + ¿"(a) ■ (A, A) + 0a(A).
zi=2

From (3.24), with x = x0 and y = hx, it follows that

(3.27) ||*o + A, ||2 = ||x0||2 + 2g'(x0) • A, + g"(x0) • (A„ A,) + ©^(A,).

Combining (3.26) and (3.27),
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(3.28) ¿"(a) ■ (A,A) - ||A||2 - g"(x0) ■ (hx,hx) - ||A,||2 + eH(hx) - 0.(A).

Let / ^ 0, then

¿"(a) ■ (th,th) - \\thf = g"(x0) • (thx,thx) - \\thx ||2 + ÛXe(thx) - 0fl(,A),

that is,

¿"(a) • (A, A) - ||A||2 = g"(x0) ■ (A„A,) - ||A, ||2 + r-20„(fA,) - i"20a(/A).

Letting t -* 0, it follows that

(3.29) ¿"(a) • (A,A) - ||A||2 = g"(x0) ■ (A„A,) - ||A,||2

foro = (x0,0,0,...),A = (A,,A2,...,An,...) G /2(£).

Now let | G £ be arbitrary and let A = (0,£,0,0,... ). From (3.29), it follows

that ¿"(a) ■ (A,A) - ||A||2 = g"(x0) • (A,,A,) - ||A,||2 = 0, since now A, = 0. But

||A||2 = Hill2, and therefore ||£||2 = ¿"(a) • ((0,£,0,0, ...),(0,fc0,0,...)). Since
£ G £ is arbitrary and ¿"(a): 12{E) X l2(E) -* R is a positive, symmetric,

bounded bilinear form, then £ is a Hubert space.   Q.E.D.

If p is an even integer, p ¥= 2, using an argument almost identical to that in the

proof of the preceding theorem, the following theorem is obtained:

3.10. Theorem. Let Ebea Banach space, (T, 2, p) a measure space, andp an even

integer,p ¥= 2. The norm \\-\\: Lp(E,p) —* R+ isp-times continuously differentiable

away from zero if and only if the pth-power of the norm in E is a continuous

homogeneous polynomial of degree p. (In which case the norm in E is of class C",

and from Theorem 3.7 this implies that the norm in Lp(E,p.) is of class C00.)

Combining Theorem 2.5, Corollary 3.8, and Theorem 3.10, the order of

smoothness of the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces can be summarized in the

following theorem:

3.11. Theorem. Let E be a Banach space, (T,2,p) a measure space, and

1 < p < oo, then:

(i) The norm in Lp(E, p.) is differentiable away from zero if and only if the norm

in E is differentiable away from zero.

(ii) 7/p = 2, the norm in Lp(E,p) is twice continuously differentiable away from

zero if and only if E is a Hubert space.

(iii) If p is an even integer, p =£ 2, the norm in Lp(E,p) is p-times continuously

differentiable away from zero if and only if the pth-power of the norm in E is a

continuous homogeneous polynomial of degree p.

(iv) 7/p is an odd integer, the norm in Lp(E,p.) is (p — 1) -times continuously

differentiable away from zero if and only if the norm in E is (p — 1) -times

continuously differentiable away from zero and the (p — 1) st derivative of the norm

in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E.

(v) 7/p is not an integer, and I(p) is the integral part of p, the norm in Lp(E, p)
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is I(p) - times continuously differentiable away from zero if and only if the norm in

E is I(p) -times continuously differentiable away from zero and the I(p) th derivative

of the norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E.

3.12. Remark. The results on the order of differentiability of the norm in

Lp(E,p) are exactly the same as the preceding results on the continuous

differentiability of the norm (except that "continuous differentiability" is to be

replaced by "differentiability") and will not be discussed here.

4. Example. The purpose of this section is to discuss an example which brings

forth the importance of the theorems characterizing the order of differentiability

of the norm function in the Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces Lp(E,p). Also, it

is this example that led to a deeper study of the order of smoothness of the norm

in Lf(E,p), 1 < p < oo. Certain results in Bonic and Frampton [5b] were found

to be of considerable importance, especially the result by N. H. Kuiper (added

in proof in[5b, p. 896] ).Before starting this example, a few lemmas are necessary.

4.1. Lemma. Let E be a Banach space whose norm ||||: £-»R+ is twice

differentiable away from zero, and define g: E -* R+ by g(x) = \ ||x||2 for x G E.

If there exists an M > 0 such that g"(x) ■ (y,y) < M\\y\\2 for all x G S and for all

y G £, then E is uniformly smooth.

Proof. Recall that £ is uniformly smooth if and only if given any e > 0, there

exists a o = o(e) > 0 such that

I'-'(II* + (y\\ - ||x|| - tGx(y))\ < e

for all (x,y) G S X S, whenever 0 < |íI < 5.

Let x, A G £, ||x|| = ||A|| = 1, and let B be the open annulus B = [y G£|

1/2 < H^ll < 3/2}. Note that if |a| < \, then the line segment joining x and

x + ah lies in B, that is

[x,x + aA] = [y G E\y = x + X-oA.O < A < 1} C B.

Hence, [x,x + a A] C B for all |«| < i and for all (x,A) G S X S.

If TW(x): E -» E* is the second derivative of the norm at x ¥= 0, then

(4.0 g"(x) ■ iy,y) = Gx(y)2 + ||x||rO(x) • (y,y)

for all x, y G E, x ¥= 0. Therefore,

(4.2) T(2>(x) • (y,y) < (M + 1) l|ylla/IMI

for ail x, y G E, x ¥= 0; hence T<2)(x) • (y,y) < 2(M + 1) |M|2 for all>> G £ and

for ail x G B.

Since B is open, from Taylor's formula (Cartan [6, p. 70, Theorem 5.6.2]),

(4.3) |||x + ah\\ - ||x|| - aGx(h)\ < (M + 1)|«|2
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for all (x, A) G Sx S and for all a, |a| < J. Therefore,

(4.4) |a-'(l|x + «A|| - ||x|| - aGx(h))\ < (M + 1)|«|

for all (x, A) G S X S and for all a, 0 < |a| < J. Let 5 = 5(e) =  min (el(M + 1),

i), then

(4.5) la-'fllx + aAH-llxll-aG^Ke

for all (x,A) G 5x5, whenever 0 < |a| < 8. Thus, E is uniformly smooth.

Q.E.D.

4.2. Lemma [Kuiper]. The Banach space c0 is isomorphic to a Banach space whose

norm is of class C°° away from zero.

The proof of this lemma can be found on p. 896 of Bonic and Frampton [5b].

4.3. Example. Let E be the Banach space whose norm is of class C°° away from

zero and which is isomorphic to c0. Let (T, 2, u) be a measure space such that the

measure u is not supported by finitely many atoms, and such that the range of u

contains at least one nonzero real number. If p is an arbitrary positive real

number, 1 < p < oo, then the norm ||-||: Lp(E,tt)-*R+ is not even twice

differentiable away from zero.

The cases p = 1 and p = oo are trivial, since in these cases the norm in

Lp(E,n) is not even once differentiable away from zero. In the case 1 < p < 2,

from the previous theorems, the norm in Lp(E,n) is not twice differentiable away

from zero. If p = 2, and the norm in Lp(E,it) is twice differentiable away from

zero, from Theorem 3.9, F is a Hilbert space and hence reflexive; a contradiction,

since this implies c0 is reflexive. The remaining case, 2 < p < oo, is handled as

follows: Suppose 2 <p < oo and the norm in Lp(E,¡i) is twice differentiable

away from zero, this implies by Theorem 3.1 that the second derivative of the

norm in E is uniformly bounded on the unit sphere in E. However, this implies

(by Lemma 4.1) that E is uniformly smooth and hence reflexive, hence c0 is

reflexive, a contradiction.
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